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ABSTRACT 

An equation of motion governing lateral deflection, considering 

elastic, dynamic, and drag forces is derived. This equation is applied 

to three different classes of drill string behavior: a beam with constant 

axial tension, a perfectly flexible cable, and a beam with linearly 

varying axial tension. Each equation is solved for the case of simple 

harmonic motion. 

A typical deep-water drill string is synthesized by subdivision 

into short beam sections at the top and bottom, joined by a flexible 

cable in the center. The lateral deflection of the drill string is ob¬ 

tained by joining the beam and cable solutions, subject to boundary con¬ 

ditions at each junction. The drill string considered is displaced har¬ 

monically at the surface by the ship and is built-in at the ocean floor. 

The deflection mode shapes are plotted and analyzed. The bending 

stresses at the top of the drill string are computed and compared with 

values observed under similar^ conditions; the bending stresses in the 

vicinity of the ocean floor are also plotted. 



Introduction 

The motivation for this study was twofold. The first goal 

was to devise an improved method for determining the tending 

stresses which are concentrated at the ocean surface and at 

the ocean floor. A common method of analyzing this problem is 

to treat the entire drill string as a flexible cable, and to 

compute the bending stresses on the basis of the resulting 

deflection curve. While it is true that the major portion 

of the drill string is flexible, beam action is nevertheless 

involved at the ocean surface, where the slope of the drill 

string is imposed by the drilling ship, Some beam action is 

also involved at the ocean floor, since the ocean bed offers 

resistance to changes in the slope of the drill string. 

Consequently, it is most desirable to incorporate localized 

beam behavior at the top and bottom of the drill string when 

the bending stresses are sought. 

The second object was to investigate the dynamic effects 

as thoroughly as possible. Of particular interest here is the 

effect of the drag force which the water exerts on a drill 

string in lateral motion. The inertia forces of the drilling 

fluid as well as of the pipe itself also deserve attention, 

along with the buoyant forces exerted on the drill string. 

The results obtained with the refined beam-string-beam 

model of the drill string are distinctly superior in some 

respects to the results from the simple string model. The 

bending stresses derived from the string model are of the order 

of 1,000 psi at the surface for the motion studied here; the 

stresses obtained from the refined model are 12,300 psi under 

the same conditions of off-hole displacement. Values observed 



in test drilling with the same drill string but under unspecified 

conditions of off-hole displacement are of the order 25,000 psi, 

as quoted in Reference 2. This indicates that the value 

12,000 psi obtained in the refined model is a considerable 

improvement. The bending stresses obtained for the model drill 

string at the ocean floor (60,000 psi) are considerably higher 

than actually experienced. The explanation is that a drill string 

operating into the ocean floor is not really built-in there. 

Some change of slope is possible, and has been observed (see 

Reference 2). 

The dynamic effects are by no means trivial. The drag 

forces induce bending stresses of 1,800 psi at the surface 

and 2,h00 psi at the ocean floor. 

The effect of the buoyant force has considerable influence 

on the entire problem in that it reduces the axial tension at 

the floor by a large amount. 
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SYMBOLS 

(1) Quantities which depend upon section considered. The subscript i 

refers to the section number. 

= axial tension 

T = axial tension at top of section 
°i 

= shearing force on a horizontal plane 

M. = bending moment 

= weight of drill pipe 

F2 = lateral drag force plus all lateral D’Alembert inertia 
forces 

^ = mass, per unit length, of drill pipe 

pi = mass, per unit length, of drill pipe and enclosed fluid 
1 2 

lb. -sec 
p = mass, per unit volume, of sea water = 1.987 i 1 1 11 

J0 ft4 

= mass, per unit length, of enclosed fluid = fi-fi 

= downward velocity of enclosed drilling fluid 

^ = outer diameter of drill pipe (constant) 

<£L = inner diameter of drill pipe (constant) 

= length of ith section 

x. = position of a point on^axis of drill pipe measured positive 
downwards from top of I section 

y. = deflection of drill pipe axis away from vertical line through 
L point of entry at ocean floor 

1^ = area moment of inertia of drill pipe cross-section 

(2) Other quantities. 

g = gravitational acceleration 

CJJ = drag coefficient for lateral motion of drill pipe in sea 
water =1.2 

CL = projection of external surface area of pipe onto a plane 
containing drill pipe axis 



\J = lateral velocity of drill pipe relative to surrounding water 
E = modulus of elasticity of drill pipe = 30 x 10^ psi 

t = time 

f = circular frequency of ship's motion (—-). 
S6C 

y = amplitude of harmonic displacement imposed at surface by 
° ship's motion 
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I. EQUATION OF MOTION 

Consider an incremental length A x of the drill pipe bounded by- 

two horizontal planes (parallel to ocean surface) and let it be assumed 

that slopes and deflections (relative to overall length) are small. 

The forces acting on the drill pipe include the vertical tension T, the 

horizontal shear V, the bending moment M, the pipe weight F^, and the 

lateral dynamic forces Fg. The bending and lateral translation take 

place in the plane of the ship motion. The effects of the rotation of 

the drill pipe are not considered in this paper. 

The weight F^ of an element of drill pipe is 

ff = rfA^ w 
A vertical force "balance* neglecting vertical acceleration* gives 

(T+A T) - r + - O (2) 

or, in the limit as A od -*■ o) 

1% = 
which gives the equation of vertical equilibrium 

(3) 
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T“ To - ff % 0>) 

Summation of moments yields 

TAy - -h(M + AM)-M = 0 (5) 

V = |g * T H (6) 

The "bending of the beam is assumed to obey the ordinary relation 

M--ez % (7) 

so that the expression for the shear force (6) becomes 

‘EI + (8) 

By its definition, Fg is the sum of three forces: the drag force FD and 

the lateral D'Alembert inertia forces of the drill pipe and of the en¬ 

closed drilling fluid. Streeter‘S states that the drag force F^ 

experienced by a uniform infinite cylinder vhose axis is perpendicular 

to a uniform incompressible flow is given by 

so that the drag force per unit length 5L 
JL 

EL 
A 

is 

(9) 

(10) 

This definition will be used for the incremental free-body of Figure 1. 

Due to the extreme length of a deep-water drill string and the assump¬ 

tion of small slopes and deflections, the infinite length condition is 

2 
approximately satisfied. Throughout most of its depth, measurements 

have shown that average current speeds are negligible so that 

U a (“•) 

1 

2 
Reference 1, p. 171 

Reference 2, p. 168 
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Then 

§- - - ^ & tft| (is) 
is the drag force per unit length. 

The lateral inertia force, per unit length, of the drill pipe is 

^ (13) 

The lateral inertia force of the enclosed drilling fluid is 

+ V2 ifc + (1*0 
The first term represents direct lateral acceleration; the second arises 

from the curvature of the drill pipe itself; while the third is the 

Coriolis acceleration. 

Then Fg is given by 

or, since 

/<% +/V 

Now referring to Figure 1, a lateral force balance yields 

-\J -h(V+AV) 

(16) 

(IT) 



k 

or 

§* -f6^ §£1^1 ife m?]- O (18) 

Substituting the shear force equation (8) yields 

+&[{(% 

-yv -f% = o 
(19) 

*¥* %7t 
as the equation governing lateral motion. 

In order to obtain analytic solutions, the drag force term 

must be linearized. This is done by finding a positive constant ft such 

that ^frim may be replaced by ||f. For this purpose only, 

the drill string is treated as if it were experiencing a simple harmonic 

lateral displacement 

#oD- U] (20) 

where yQ = amplitude of ship's displacement 

L = ocean depth 

x = distance below ocean surface 

The energy dissipated per quarter-cycle of motion via the velocity-squared 

drag force is equated to the energy dissipated per quarter-cycle via the 

linearized drag force, which yields . 

Let = energy dissipated via the velocity-squared drag force 

over the first quarter-cycle of motion, O ^ ft ^ ^ • 

Wg = energy dissipated via the linear drag force over the 

same time interval. 

R = velocity-squared drag force per unit length 

— — ("T for ft £ . for 



F = linear drag force — - 
C,f< (S> 
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Then 

L x 

K = j 
16-0 O 

R — 
x=e> ft=o 

L I" L Ui-i] 

K - 11 FJfU - [[--4% (M%*)** 
v VL&n j J 

^t=o //- 0 (21) 

Using the motion (20) and equating and Wg yields 

r 

n 
L T 

II 
%= o ft-o 

-L] A J/p 

** $ 
_ fo^Cp 
~ 2 J 

j^[l-^] c^ft ■ ^ 
Z*o ft=-o (22) 

The absolute value sign is used to make ft positive. Performing the in¬ 

tegration yields 

t> = wfif 

Replacing ff-4fp ^ 

(23) yields 

(23) 

by JsASfjO, ^ with p given by 

~EI^1 + 3v {(T. - f¥*}lfc_ 

- zr"v%i - -r'% - 
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In problems of lateral motion, it is expected that ordinarily the effect 

of the Coriolis acceleration of the enclosed fluid (represented by the 

term ^ wil1 <luite sma11^ in this case, the equation of motion 

to be used is 

-El §£+ i |^_ 

_ =. O (25) 

The Carloli s inertia force of the vater vill be estimated from the solu¬ 

tion of (25) to check the validity of ignoring this effect. 
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II. LATERAL MOTION DUE TO SIMPLE HARMONIC TRANSLATION AT TIE OCEAN 

SURFACE 

In order to obtain a solution to the equation of motion which can 

satisfy boundary conditions of slope and displacement at the top and at 

the bottom of the drill string, it is necessary to form a composite solu¬ 

tion consisting of different solutions for different sections of the 

drill string. 

The top portion of the drill string, which extends downward from the 

ocean surface to a depth of up to about one hundred feet can, for a deep¬ 

water drill string, be treated as a beam with constant axial tension. 

The bottom portion, which extends upward from the ocean floor to a height 

of about one hundred feet can be treated exactly as a beam with variable 

axial tension, or as a beam with constant tension. The center portion 

of the drill string which lies between the top and bottom portions can 

be treated as a cable under varying axial tension; that is, its bending 

stiffness will be neglected. 

The justification for adopting this procedure is as follows. If 

the entire drill string is treated as a cable, the deflection curve gives 

poor values for the bending stresses which occur at the top and at the 

bottom; also, the cable solution is undefined if the axial tension at 

the bottom vanishes. Further, the cable solution alone cannot satisfy 

boundary conditions of both slope suid displacement at the ocean surface 

and at the ocean floor. The constant-tension solution is clearly not 

sufficient for the entire drill string. The variable-tension solution 

is obtained by a power series method, suad possesses serious convergence 

problems of a practical nature when applied to the entire drill string, 
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although it converges satisfactorily when applied to a short section 

under low tension at the bottom. Finally, a drill string is not a per¬ 

fectly uniform cylinder, hut usually consists of several long uniform 

cylinders joined together, so that a composite solution is usually in¬ 

volved at any rate. 

The deflection curve will he given hy a composite solution involv¬ 

ing three different functions, one for each of the three types of drill 

string behavior. Each solution can he applied to a uniform member; 

over each uniform section, the appropriate function is used to define 

the deflection curve. The top and/or bottom section of the drill string 

may be long enough that the drill string's behavior changes within that 

section; in this case, the change in behavior is assumed to occur abrupt¬ 

ly, and the section is subdivided into two sections, a beam and a cable, 

even though the cross-section dimensions do not change. Boundary con¬ 

ditions will be applied at each junction (abrupt change in section and/or 

behavior) and at the ocean surface and floor, in order to evaluate the 

constants in the solution of the equation of motion. With all constants 

determined, the lateral deflection and its derivatives, as well as bend¬ 

ing stresses, may be calculated at any point. 

(l) Solution for Cable with Variable Tension 

Neglecting the beam stiffness represented by 

equation of motion (25) becomes 

cr~r EX , the 

3K 
- a* 

7T ot 
= 0 

(26) 
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The dimensionless variables 

n= t 

(T.- 
f ffl 

r i 

transform the equation of motion (26) to 

(27) 

llL 
-do 

where 

(28) 

A solution to the equation of motion (28) which is harmonic in time is 

found "by assuming 

where i — \T~i } X (f) is a complex function of ‘f only, and Re 

denotes the real part of the complex quantity (f)cLU>^ • Accord¬ 

ing to the dimensionless variables (27); 

so that 

<21 = ft (32) 

T(f)e. 
JO C L (JO 

(30) 
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Substituting the assumed solution (30) into the equation of motion yields 

7p(f% =O (33) 

This equation can be solved in terms of Bessel functions of a complex 

variable , and the solution is 

X (f) - M J0 (<=o/f) t NX 

where and Yofa'I?) are Bessel functions of the first and 

second kinds, respectively, of zero order. M and N are complex constants, 

and c*. is given by 

Numerical values of Ja (
o('lf) and Ye,are tabulated** in the form J0(rt

L^) 

and s{0(re
c<f>)y where (r, 0) are complex polar co-ordinates into which 

the cartesian values *{f can be readily transfers^ according to 

the relations 

^ Reference 3> P« ^-23 

** References 4 and 5 
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rz = 

t - 

'<&. + [-iU 

'4'sc"a/ lw£$l ] = 'fer*'v 

where Re - real part of 

Im (o<{j) ~ imaginary part of <=*1^? 

= real part of oC 

o/j- = imaginary part of oc 

Now let 

M - MR + 6 Mr 

N “ NR +LNT 

L-£R (<*{§) — (^Q, l JQ Uff )} 

Jor U0 =JU{j0fo(/f)} 
YoR^/F) = (2,{Y0^} 

Yor^^p)= /jsjj 

(37) 

(38) 

where M^, NR and Nj. are real constants. Then the solution (30) "be¬ 

comes 

!0^=[MR JOKUff)~ MZJ~01(«^) 

+ MR YOR U}/f) - NJYOI cos <Zz 

- >AK30TUlf) 

“ Mj YOR (od {^) — NR YOJ ^f) 

The slope ^2 is given "by 
¥ 

SIN (39) 
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§ (f,S)- L +M„^r) JtIC*^) 

“(Ntf*R-Nx°<I)XR (°<{f) +■ (Nj<xR + NR°(r)Yiz U{§) cos Cot 

+ 2lf lfMi?'’1<rMr°<r) +(Mt*K+M^1)j;it(=<tf) (to) 

^(^R'NC<^I) ^/r ^ (A/W/? 7 N^^rJYt/i ££• 
where 

J;R r®<yf) = <?& {j, r*if)} 
J|E (°0/p) = .Jv*- { ^ ) J" 
YIR^) = <5&{Y, 

Yir(«/p) = ^fY, 6<^)} (>l) 
and ) and Y^(®<) are Bessel functions of the first and second 

kinds, respectively, of the first order .numerical values of 

and are tabulated^ in terms of the polar co-ordinates (r 0) 

in Equation (37)* If dynamic effects are negligible, the solution to 

equation (33) is 

r[ — ( K JAV f + L) Cds CbZ 
4- (M <Y*vji -h SIN 

r (U2) 

where (K, L, M, N) are all real constants. 

(2) Solution for Beam at Top Under Constant Tension 

The equation of motion for a beam under constant tension is obtained 

by setting 

*T= COK/STANT - 5 

Then using M =-EI , the shear force equation (6), and the drag 

force linearization factor (23) in equation (l8) gives 

** References 4 and 5 
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w 

The dimensionless variables 

transform equation (44) to 

1L2L 
r\3 3f (U6) 

with m 

m 
Ko = 

A harmonic solution to the equation of motion (46) is obtained by assum¬ 

ing 

where 

This yields 

(«JZ - ft) 

iff -AY=O 

(*9) 

(50) 

(51) 
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where A= (K .zl)-c(Ktis) (52) 

The four solutions Yj of (5l) are found hy setting 

(53) 

with each P. a constant. This yields a quartic equation in 
J 

P^-K,f-X-0 

The four roots P. are i 

?l)2_ - ±(&-L b) 

?3>4 = ± (VL+ ivj 

(54) 

(55) 

where 

a= i/K3l/^TCo+-0
2-f D0

2' + (C.+ 0 

/> = J^^Q+O
1 +■ py -(Coto' 

* =2^3^ (c.-Oz + D.z -(C0-i) 

vsi w(c.-o* + u2-' + fo-/) 

(56) 

and 

C. -/2 

K? J ■*i) 

(57) 
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The solution Y If) is 

Y(f) = EePl^ + Fe+ Ge^ -f Hef‘^ 

where E, F, G, and H are complex constants. Denoting 

E — E%t iEz 
F - Ft+SEs 

Or ~ GR +1 GT 

H - HR ti Hz 

(58) 

(59) 

where ER, E^, FR, F^, GR, Gj, are all real constants, the solution 

(l«-9) becomes 

r CL f 
n(f,i) = [e (£K cotfj lop + £j 

1If y$) 

+ £ f (GR ctxyvf- (Sr 

+ e irf + Hj '*2^ >r£)j cos ooC 

+[e*P (ERA^L£- ETC*+ if) 

~t 6 (~'FR t>f — FT c&xi/ bf) 
f e,^ (- xrf -<£Z C** irf) 

■f-€TUf( HR - HI 7^)J SIN col (6o) 

and the derivatives are 



(o. b>f) f Ex ^^(eZA^Io^ -h b <^*£- G^) 

+ Fr£ *$(-d.G*,l>$-L^^bf) + Fre~*?(<zxu^i,f -i Ca-&* b§) 
+ w. C&LVf -ITAU^virfi J -hGre

u^(-u,M^uT/f--Lrco4.Tf^) 

+■ HRe ^(-xc^v-f -vub^v-f) + Uj-z'^^u. A*^~\rf -t irco^'rf'j^Qos <2>Z 

+ b c+a,kf) + (-a. C<H, Lf tkA^if) 

-f-F^C ^ (&■ ~ bce+b^) + FI£
CL$(c(.Cfrt'b^ -t bAi™ k^) (^) 

+ &RC^(-lLAiwV'^-'\rC04'V§')i-Gte
U^(- UCo&vf i-lF/A^vf) 

-bHRc'uf(-u,^vf+'rc#yvf)i- HTe~^(uc^rf trxUy.rf)] SIN til 

= [ {tf-y^ctTuLf-2ab^bf } 

+ Eie^XioS-lo^A^yf i~2ab> Cixubfi 

+ FkEaf{C(L1~ b2) Ccn,lo£ i- 2a.L/u^b,f'\ 
F b~z £ <^\(~d}'i b^)-b 2db Ccr^/o^^ 
+ ^^{(KF-v^Cfizirp-luit^vf} 

F HRe uf[(u2- v*) FZuif} 
+- Hie'^{(TF-V'

2
-) 4*A,Y$S-ZTLVc&t'V-jtQ COS ti)Z 

+ £aj>c+*bf) 
+ Ere*$ { (- a^bi a&bf + Zab AZyvbf) 

f%e*H(-azUz) ■AAwbf -i-2db Catsbfi] 

+ %e~a${(-QF+Lz) **+kf -2aL**~\>f} 

+-G^ eu? f(-uz4 VZ
)A^ rjg —Zvor c<& vf } 

L
Z fir2) o>rvv^, -j-ZuX 

4- HR (u.z - TZ
)AU~ vf —ZurfCtt 

+ Hrd~uf{(-iLz4vz) co^nr^ -2.iurA+*,if£}'J sibJ ZJC 

[ g 
EKe \(a}~ 3«iz)<^^ 4 (~3a.2L 4 P) XIASW Lf] 

4 3<&b -b3) Ctf*Lfi 4 (o?- bz)b>^ j 

4 FiT e*f{(-a3b- ^bz) c~lf H~^+b3)l f j 
C coNT/h/UBD) 
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+ Fxe-*f{(’$#l>+ to3) c^k9 f 

4 G%<3 {(u}-3u.Vl) Co^vrf 4 (-?V?\r + vt)A<^irf) 
i-Gie^l(-3^v+ vty ^9 * (~u-3^ 3KVZ)AI~vf] 
+ H-$e~u^l + 3*. v2) O<3.irf 4 (-3VL ir4r3)/U^ir£\ 
+ f/r e~ ifv-r*) rf 4 (~u2 + Bicv^/^vf^ J cos cot 

+ [ ^e^lda.K-L^cc^L^ 
+ Ejts^f \(-a3+ 3QMz) Lf> 4 (3a.zb - L 3)^i^ i,f\ 
4 Ffc e~a£((- 3a}L +L'i)co^l»9 ^ (G?'~3&l>z)s&+vnb'£'} 
-f. FJ-Q a?{ (a?-3<LL

z) Co^bj? 4 (3a.zL — Ls) xU4u h,£ j 

4 Qe^{(-3aV4i^;c<»v/ 4 (-U* 
4 Gz

e^\ (-u? +37ivl) c*tr£ 4(3uzv-r3)^^irp] 
4 Uee'

u9{(Si^j^v3) C4ZLV§ 4 {-u2+3uv2) vfL __ (63) 
•/■ Hz(?~

ut\(-f (3liV-if 
If the dynamic effects are negligible, e<juation (46) becomes 

3\ 
Df* 

u 
^3 Vf2- ~ O 

whose solution is 

n~[A + Bf+ Cc^ f + De'^ f] ccs *z 
+[£■ + Pf + 6e^4 + sw 

where (A, B, —, H) are all real constants. 

(64) 

(65) 

(3) Solution for Beam at Bottom Under Variable Tension 

Using the dimensionless variables 

*“ * ?= I 
(66) 
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the equation of motion (25) becomes 

A harmonic solution to Equation (67) is obtained by assuming 

n (f, z) = ] 

This yields 

where 

(71) 

(72) 

Equation (71) can be solved by the Method of Froebinus setting 

Z(f)~fL0 0n (T3) 

where Qn and q are constants. Substituting the assumed solution (73) 

into the differential equation (7l) and equating the coefficient of each 

power of js to zero shows that there are four different values of q 

£ 
Reference 3> PP» ^05-^9* 
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which may he used: 

f = 2 
-3 

so that there axe four linearly independent solutions of the 

one for each value of q. 

The first four constants of the series (73) are 

*o 

= 0 

(arbitrary) 
0^=0 

The recursion foimtla for the remaining constants is 

K« (n t + i)a | + YQn 

(* + f + i)(n + f +2) (n+ft3) (n+fr i~4) 

where n = 0, 1, 2, 3*   • The solution (73) is 

£(f)=Alt + p\ 
B0 +££4+l£5 + 

t 
C
[F

2
+TT^

+ff^ + 

where A, B, C, and D are complex constants. Denoting 

A = Ap + i Aj 

B " BR + 1 Bi 

C " CR + 1 C! 

D = DR + i Dx 

where AR, A^, BR, B^, Cr, CJ, DR, and D^ are real constants, 

(7^) 

form (73) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(78) 

and 
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rR= <&(r) = -r2 

YX = jU(r) =-K2W l (T9> 

the solution (69) becomes 

[A'(l+%r?U41+ •••) 

"Ai(^ p + 
+BK ^^ r+^rV— 0 - Bx(^ r*• • • j 
*cR(f+ ^tqf^+..,Ycz(^tf*-) 

*DK{f
i+Wf‘ +W-? +JS$Pt1i"") 

- • ')] COS <ajZT 

-k^+^S*' + T^f+-) 
+41 (I+% ^ 

J!^1
 ?*+•■•) 

+BR (§?«■♦ • • •) + & (f++Si r*t %V'+ -) + <r„ (%-f‘+ ■■■) 
+ <Tr(?

2 + i|f?5'+#f 4 ^%Ff + '"J 9- ■•■) 

-H5c(f3-^- '4r=^ +T1??7 + SIN SC (8o) 

The derivatives are 

[Aj^f + *!£*.?+S£jFf%...) 
-A, (%? + ■••) 

+ e*(i4^p + ^p + + ■••)- •/•-•) 
■l-CR(zf 4 ^5=-* 4 P 1-^y7 + -■)- 

+ ■■■) 
- c± (Ilk & + ...)! z ' (0j r ^ J J cos co<T 

(CONTINUED) 
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+ ■* 
Tj$?f*-) +eAif**-) 

+ BrOf|?^+^^ +-...) 4 C* (2g'f+-) 

+ ct (Zf + 1frp + fyfr+*aK??+.:) 

4 Rr(3f f + -■■)] SiNdC 

(81) 

a^z 

-4i (%-$*-* *irrf* + 

+ Br (% f £?* + %2f;+ - 0 - Bz (&
}
+ - -) 

+ C*(2*ftft + %P +*$&?+-)-<r (*$?++•■ 
+-oRdf+^-f*+f!*-?*■(- m^f+—) 

~ Rr (^rf-f* + '' ' )J cos aJ~ 

■) 

lAK(.T!f+ *£&*+*&?*-) 
+ Ax (%r + 1- ^fr-V + - •) 

4 % (fc ?*+ -j +- Miff2 + Is-fV *&-y ♦ ■ -; 
+ C*(2&f<t"-)-KRT(2+l£f +Z&Y+'-) 
4 I* f# fr4-) 4 Cx (if + 4f- f < 4 

-/- .&8 ** g 7 . )-] 
7: ■» ^ /J S/N/ 

(82) 
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-f. ̂R 'f 
iYe Ko 
~TT tr *-■) 

~*i (tj + ^ f + §*+■■■) 

+
B

R iKf ^f,r + 4-£Y * ■■■) -Bx (&?*■■) 

+ ft ti+ + 3#-?* +*$py+ ■■■) 
~ Px(-Hr f4 + "')] C°S 

'[ AR(rcf + *£&$+ +Yfr-f
t+-- ) 

+ Ai (t„f + 
+ +-) + Bt(K.f + ^rf\*&?+ + ■< 

+ CR ('-|?
:?5+’--j + Cx (■igffL + -h Z°SY 

+ t>*(%£?4 + -) +%(<>+ 
+ !OQ K,x* 6 

~zr r+ 
If dynamic effects are negligible, the solution becomes 

7 = [4(it-0 +B(f+^,f* Y%?+-) 
4C(f+ <£? ff t z%f ?* + - ■-) 

+-t>(p+ -J3 <««r 

+[*('*•■■•) f F(f+ 4,9* 

+ 6(f24 + *%ff* + -~) 

+ H(p+ ,etf?t4- loeYl?+■■■)] MZZ 
where (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) are all real constants. 

r*-) 

') (83) 
fC+- ' ' ) 

St hi UJZ 

(84) 
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III. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

The drill string whose motion is to he numerically evaluated is that 

used hy the National Science Foundation in the preliminary drilling for 

"Project Mbhole", carried out in 1961 in deep water off the coast of 

Guadalupe Island, Mexico. The details of the drill string are given in 

Reference 2. The drilling conditions to he used here correspond to 

those encountered in hole $2 at the Guadalupe site; the position of the 

drill string corresponds to penetration of ^66 feet. The situation is 

indicated schematically in Figure 2. 
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There are four different sections of drill pipe used above the 

ocean floor, as indicated in Figure 2; the changes in cross section 

occur at the junctions (l)-(2), (2)-(3)> and (3)-(4). 

Since quantities such as T, T , j> , D, X , etc. depend upon the 
*bll 

section considered, the value of such a quantity in the i section is 

indicated by a subscript i denoting the section involved, such as T , 
i 

etc. where 1 = 1, 2, 3> 4. 

The deflection curve of the drill string is a composite function 

as indicated in Figure 2. The function used for each section is deter¬ 

mined according to its anticipated physical behavior as indicated. The 

functions are coupled via the boundary conditions imposed at each junction. 

Neglecting the ship's roll, the slope at the top of section (l) is 

zero, while the displacement away from the hole is the ship's displace¬ 

ment yQ(t). The displacement and shearing force across a horizontal 

plane at the junction (l)-(2) must be continuous; the bending moment at 

the bottom of section (l) must vanish, since a cable is assumed perfectly 

flexible. The slope at junction (l)-(2) can be made as nearly continuous 

as desired by adjusting the length of the section considered to behave 

as a beam, as explained in the Appendix. 

The displacement and shearing force across a horizontal plane at 

the junction (2)-(3) must be continuous. 

At junction (3)-(4), the displacement and shearing force across a 

horizontal plane must be continuous; the bending moment at the top of 

section (4) must vanish. The slope can be made as nearly continuous as 

desired; see Appendix. 

The slope and displacement at the bottom of section (4) are both 

taken to be zero. 
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The horizontal shear in each beam is 

Vi* - " ^3^3 + ^ 

vhile the horizontal shear in each cable is 

(85) 

Since the vertical tension T mist be continuous at every junction 

(86) 

or 

(87) 

(X-fifk) =(T.)t.+l (88) 

The boundary conditions become 

£(%,= 6) - f' it) = 

It - O 

~~ I ~h T0z_ ~i%-! (%,-// ) — 7oz (^2.~ o) 

(% = Jt)~o 

fC^2 = Jz) m f 

^ (x3=^) 

^^3*^3)* ^(^4-0) ^3 

frW,) - fv*) " ^ # <V 

z Cr4^o) - O 

^ (%4~J4) = 0 

(89) 
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Note that at junction (2-3), continuity of shear implies continuity 

of slope. 

When the dimensionless variables (27) and (45) are applied, the boundary 

conditions become, respectively: 

% (£, -Jrot J - % • 

2$. ,> , . 
“ o 

A n, (ft“ 4 ^ =j%j) 

^ (6 =£/,,) = o 

H '&*) “ ^ (9°) 

4V5WV = 4V6=&> 

~ \ ^(hsW> = \ % #4*£<) 

5fl O 

^^4 *&) * ^ 
/ 

^4 6W/J = P 
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This set of twelve equations uniquely determines all the unknown con¬ 

stants of integration in 7^, TJy where 

The functions and are given hy equations (60)' or (65); g and 

^ are given "by equations (39) or (h2). 

The physical parameters in the dynamic equations (39) and (60) must 

be numerically evaluated to determine whether the static or dynamic solu¬ 

tion is to be used in each case. 

The drill string considered is in water 11,672 feet deep and the 

hole is 566 feet deep, which requires the drill string to be 12,238 feet 

long over-all. The drilling fluid involved is sea water, corresponding 

to practice at the Guadalupe site. 

The axial tension at the hole entry, T^ , must be calculated first, 

since axial tension is affected by the buoyant force which is distri¬ 

buted over the surface of the drill collars, bumper subs, and drill pipe 

in a complicated fashion. The buoyant force is not a uniformly distri¬ 

buted load which acts to reduce the weight (per unit length) of the 

drill string; it is the resultant of the distribution of hydrostatic pres 

sure over the wetted surface of the member considered. The buoyant 

force in this case, with the irregularly-shaped members in the hole, 

acts essentially on the horizontal surfaces of the members in the hole. 

This result may be demonstrated by considering a perfectly uniform 

(91) 
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hollow cylinder immersed in a vertical position, as in Figure 3* TQ rep 

resents the tension at the surface and W the weight of the cylinder in 

air. The hydrostatic pressure p acts normal to the surface at every 

point and is given by 

p(X) = $aSQ pressure = (92) 

iT> 

i 
^ 1 

I 
1 

Bpfc) 

fj-pW-JC'f'S1) 

Figure 3 

(The hydrostatic pressure inside the drill pipe is the same as exists 

on the outside^ since sea water is serving as the drilling fluid). 

Since the distribution of forces on the vertical surfaces is radi¬ 

ally symmetric, there is no buoyant force component exerted on the sides 

of the drill pipe. The only buoyant force is exerted at the bottom of' 

the cylinder and is 

Fs = P(D-f.fL- (93) 

where d = outer diameter of cylinder 

inner diameter of cylinder 

L = length of cylinder 

Thus the buoyant force equals the weight of water displaced by the cylin 

der, but it is a localized force distributed Over the bottom of the 

cylinder. 
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This method, can be applied to the problem considered, since the 

slope of the drill pipe is assumed small (so that there is little contri 

bution to the buoyant force from the pressures on the side of the drill 

pipe) and the irregularly shaped members are all in the hole. Consider 

a free-body diagram (Figure 4) enclosing the entire contents of the hole 

both the water and drilling equipment. Let the diameter D of the hole 

be slightly larger than the bit. The hole is assumed vertical. 

where 

Figure 4 

T^ = social tension at hole entry 

= cross section area of hole minus cross-section area of pipe 

at hole entry 

Ag = cross-section area of hole 

P1 = hydrostatic pressure at top of hole 

Pg = hydrostatic pressure at bottom of hole 
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Pg = Mt pressure 

W = weight of drilling equipment in hole plus weight of water in 

hole. 

The hydrostatic pressures on the side of the hole cancel each other due 

to radial symmetry. 

Given the weight of drilling equipment in the hole and its density, 

the volume occupied by the drilling equipment may be computed. Subtract¬ 

ing this volume from the volume of the hole yields the volume of water 

in the hole, and hence the weight of water in the hole; so that W is 

known. The pressures?^ and Pg are the hydrostatic pressures existing 

at the top and bottom of the hole. Eg is assumed known. A force bal¬ 

ance as indicated in Figure 4 yields T^. 

If the external diameter of the drill string above the hole is con¬ 

stant (as in this example), all the buoyant force is exerted in the hole. 

If the outer diameter of the drill string above the hole is not constant, 

additional buoyant forces act wherever the outer diameter changes. 

For the drill string studied here, the axial tension at any posi¬ 

tion equals T^ plus the weight of drill pipe above the hole, up to the 

point considered. 

Let the displacement impressed by the ship be (in feet) 

^ ('^l = 0)t) — 300 ft (9k) 

and let the maximum velocity attained by 0.2 knots, in accordance with 

data on the allowed operating area (ship position relative to the hole) 

and the drilling ship. This yields 

fie - 300 -feet 

f = /. /3 X to'3 sec1 
(95) 
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Let the hit pressure P_ be 17,000 lbs. and let the flow rate of the drill- 
JD 

ing fluid (sea water) be 300 gal/min., as used at the Guadalupe site. 

Let the weight of drilling equipment in the hole be 52,200 lbs. with 

weight density 1*89 lbs./ft^ as also quoted in Reference 2. 

These parameters, together with the drill string dimensions and 

weights quoted in Reference 2, yield the data of Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

SECTION A, d £r 1 h f 0 4 1'2 
(ft.) (in.) (in.) (in.4) (lb.- -sec. yft. (lb.-sec. i 

1 132 4.50 3.64 11.50 0.446 0.803 
2 3500 4.50 3.83 0.497 0.714 

3 7980 4.50 3-96 0.528 0.635 
4 60 4.50 3.83 9-57 0.497 0.714 

To Th b. h 
(lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs-) 

1 193,600 12 0.000 1.000 
2 190,800 11 3.05 2.05 
3 128,300 11 1.0727 0.0727 
4 8,700 7,600 11 0.000 1.000 

io H la <*R 

1 20.3 5.45 1398 0.208 -0.206 
2 
A 

0.342 -0.340 
3 
4 1.92 0.425 14.68 

The data show that the tension in the top and in the bottom 

beam is quite nearly constant> justifying the treatment of these mem¬ 

bers as constant-tension beams. The axial tension at the hole, 

Th = 7600 lbs., is quite different from the weight of equipment 

(52,200 lbs.) in the hole. 

Considering first the beams tinder constant tension, sections 

(l) and (4), the dynamic effects are shown by equations (56) and (57) 
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to be negligible in this example. Consequently the static solution 

(65) is to be used. 

The dynamic effects will be treated for sections (2) and (3)* 

Hence the dynamic solution (39) is to be employed for these sections. 

The boundary conditions will now be expressed in terns of the solu¬ 

tions (39) and (65). In order to simplify the notation for the solutions 

*?2 and 
let 

=: [ JOR (©^ '{fi ) “ Mri vjot (o/j ffi) 
+
 YOR ^ffi) ~ NJ:1 VOX (^i vfi)] coS> 

+[-Mii fri ffi) - M K Jo1 (Ji t%) (96) 

“Nii-YoR^i l^)— ^RiYcr 
and 

 L r v 
3fi ~~ ) -I- ( f- tlfa' °^xl)JIL ) 

— ^ »<Xt ) V|f? 6*c v^) + f NX(; <=//?,; Y;r ^ )] COS fit 

+ 2^ [ (^ii °^ii) J/r K' Iffi) (^ic^Ri + o/j-.'j Jlf? y^,) 

^ ^i^Rt +(hJn<pfr£ +blRi SlNcSl 
(97) 

where i = 2, 3* 

For the solutions ^ and let 

- [Ac- -hBffr+Qe^^-h cos tic 

+ Hie^*^L
 j SINCOC 

(98) 

where i = 1, 4. 
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The set of boundary conditions (90) becomes 

- fa.fc 
A\ +- 1 1 4-D|<S 

E, f- I- S, e^'f”' t H,«r'^ 

I roi - 
(99a) 

(99b) 

(99c) 

(99*) 

(99e) 

B, + (c]e^
3'^0> - V, = o 

FT +^3( 

= ^2 [_M R2 '-i ^ (*2 “ ^12 ^RIXR^^OJ _ Nr2 Y)jr ^*2 "0 

/, [F, + f^( +- Sj e ^ & +- H, e"^3' ] (99f) 

~^2. [“ ^12^01? ^2 (f») ~ ^Rz^3.^fo) ~~ ^XZ^OR ^2/^ 

-f -i>,e r**'] + Toz [^{c/^ e ^ }] (99g) 

* 2^, [” ^ ^R2 ^2“ ^12 ^2^fo) + ^ ^IZ "W + M Rz'X'xz) ^fx ^2^o) 

~ (f^^^RZ ~ Ye <^) ^I2^tu ^ °^zz) Y;i A2/^)J 

'f -H(e-rk^}J (99h) 

“ [^P2^R2.- ^rz^rz) J\Z(°(Jfc^-¥ (Mrx
0^ + ) Ye (°I

2^) 

+ ( ^RZ R2~ Nxi^Xz) Yll ^ (NIZ o<Rx f A/^2 ©<Jz) Y| £ ^)J 

C,e^' + D.e"^-o 

Gj £• + He-*** = o 

(99i) 

(99J) 
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4 [MR2 Mr *.Joz (otifa) 4 hlnYo* (^2) - N»YM(*2^4)] (99k) 

4* 6*3 ^OJ)
-
 ^*13 Jor (4^03 ^ 4 Nfi'io R (*3 ffo3) ~ ^Tblol (^3 ^3 ) 1 

4 MnJ0£(^2(f^)-^zY^z^J ~ ^R2
SUK^z)] (991) 

~4 lr *4 ? 4K (°<3)lfo)~ ~ ^xiio# ^3^3) - ^RIYOI )] 

2\Zjsj^ _ (^42°4 Miz&iz) JIR Ux |^2) + ( Mj2 ^2 4 ^KZ. °^Tl) jII ^) 

~ (Wp2 4?2 “ ■+• (NIZ^RZ + ^Rz^lz) Y<I i°^z 

~3% [“ (
M

W43 ' M13^13)4^ k/j,^) + (MI3^3 + Mp3^I3)jJr 

“ (^3 ^3 ~ ^X3 ^rdfiiz *4/^)f ^ NT?<^R3 t NR3 ^13) Y,r ^3 ^ )j 

^ [ ^R'Z^RZ' 4**rj4r + (Mrz^nz tMRz *X2) JIR(*t%) 

4 ^ZZ^nYtr Yzl^J 9* 0^i2f^RZ 4 ^RZ°4lz)YlK ^4 ^2 )J 

~ 2(^3 [(H?3oi^ - Mr? 4r?)?r ^ 4 4 ^3 ^3) 

4 (Y/^ O^ - MJ3 =4I5YX (°<3 &3) 4 ^£3 A/*3 °<23jiiR ^3^)J 

4 [^R3 '41?(
C
<3^3) “Mr3 J^r ^3^J)+ 4?YOR (°tylft3) ~ ^IzYoI <4 ^) j 

= J*+[>+ + 04fc, 4 646^^4 +p4e-^^] 

4 [- ^L34K4 ^?) 
- ~ ^12^0j? ~^K‘S%£ 4/^j)] 

= 4 [e4+ Jv£o+ + G+S*&°+ -t Hfe 1^3+^] 

(99rn) 

(99n) 

(99o) 

(99P) 

-x 
4 2y^, [-(MR3^R?-MX3^x3)4f?^3^) 4 (^13^3 4 ^R3^)^ir^3^J3) (99<i) 

“ ( hJ-R9 4? “ /Vx3°<X3)^iX 4^) 4 ( 4? 4? 4'^P3*X3)VIX 4^)] 

= i;+ [F4 + fc4e
fc*?q* -p4 e- ^NJ - ■§• Ks/4 -P4 e’^ **] 

-"^4‘ 2/^ [(HJWRJ ^ts^Xi) + (^J'3^S3+M,f3 °<xj)^j (99r) 

=\lF* +f\ ^ K^fac1^ - Her^J 
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c+e
M* +D,e^'h=o (99s) 

4 H-4e ^ -o (99t) 

»+ +V*h+Cne^* + p* e"= ° (99u) 

£4 + ■* 6^^ + «,e ^ - O (99v) 

4 =o (99w) 

F< + ^ - H,e^) — o (99x) 
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IV. RESULTS 

For the numerical example considered, the integration 

constants are 

^ - 3.O69 x 10’5 

Bx - - 1.148 x 10“3 

Cx = 1.004 x 10"37 

D1 = - 3.069 x 10-5 
Ex - 2.2727 
Px - - 7.789 x lO’3 

- 6.814 x 10-37 

« - 2.082 x 10*4 

3.246 x Kf2 

MJ2= - 1.239 x 10”1 

NR2* - 1.959 x 10"3 

N
I2= * 7,293 X 10’2 

= 1.729 x 10"2 

Mjg - - 5.426 x 10"2 

Np_ - - 1.377 x 10“3 

_o 
NI3 = " 

3,838 x 10 
= - 4:942 x 10"3 

B^ ® 6.686 x io“3 

= - 3.788 x lo"5 

\ - 3.788 x lO"5 

* 1.241 x 10”1 

F^ - - 1.679 x 10'1 

« 0.9514 x 10"3 

= - 0.9514 x 10"3 

(l.) Bending Stresses 

Let the bending stresses associated with the in-phase 

( sin ft ) and lagging ( cos ft ) deflections he denoted 

<5^|N and CcoS , respectively. Note that each stress varies 

harmonically with time, <TstU as sin ft and 6^^ as cos ft. 

The maximum stresses in the top beam are 

[(^cos l-psp ] Max> 
1,830 psi 

12,390 psi 

Both maxima occur at the ocean surface. 

computed at the outer diameter 
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The maximum total bending stress at the top is given by 

[(°TOTAL)T©P BE*>JMAy. os\oP BEAt-j Mi4X. ^ ^^IN^TOP BEAM*1 MAX- 
1 

“ 12,§00 psi 

The distribution of bending stresses in the top beam is 

plotted in Figures § and 6. 

Figure 5 
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<5-cos> P
si <S vs. Depth for Top Beam 

COS 

Figure 6 
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The maximum "bending stresses in the "bottom "beam are 

(^cos) bottom beam 

_(<3~sin) bottom beain 

max. 

max. 

- 2,400 psi 

60,2k0 psi 

Both maxima occur at the ocean floor, where the bottom beam 

is assumed to be built-in. The maximum toted, bending stress, 

at the ocean floor, is 

bottom beam max 
60,300 psi 

The distribution of bending stresses in the bottom beam 

is plotted in Figures 7 and 8. 

G vs* distance for Bottom Beam '-'cos 

Figure 7 



vs. distance for Bottom Beam 

Figure 8 
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(2.) Deflections* 

The In-phase deflection ygin and the lagging deflection 

*«,*°f«■» •***•41111 •***»* P10'**4 ** *us**» 
9 and 10, respectively. The in-phase and lagging deflec¬ 

tions of the two team sections are plotted in Figures 

11 through 14. 

Height above ocean floor, feet 

12,000 

9,000 

6,000 

3,000 

0 

Figure 9 
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Legging Deflection Mode Shape for Entire Drill String 

Figure 10. 

Lagging Deflection Mode Shape for Top Beam Section 

Elevation 
above bottom 
of beam, feet 

Figure 11 
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In-Phase Deflection Mode Shape for Top Beam 

In-Pfrase Deflection Mode Shape for Bottom Beam 

Elevation above ocean floor, feet 

Figure 13, 
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Lagging Deflection Mode Shape for Bottom Beam 

Elevation above ocean floor, feet 

(3*) Discontinuities in Slope at Beam-Cable Junctions* 

For the drill string considered, the slopes of the mode 

shapes ycos and ygin are 

Bottom of Top Beam 

Top of Upper Cable 

(t£L   
-1.146 x 10“3 -7.789 x 10"3 

-1.148 x 10‘3 -7.789 x 10"3 

(M) K 'SlN 

Top of Bottom Beam 

Bottom of Lower Cable 
6.668 x l©*3 -1.675 x 10“* 
6.39? x 10"3 -1.606 x 10"1 



The slopes at the Tipper ‘beam-cable junction £0*6 continuous, 

to four significant figures. The discontinuities in the 

slopes at the lower beam-cable junction axe each only 4$, 

referred to the cable's value. 

These results show that nearly exact continuity of 

slope can be obtained by adjusting the lengths of the sections 

considered as beams, as described in the Appendix. 

(4.) Coriolis Acceleration of Drilling Fluid 

A measure of the effect of the Coriolis acceleration of 

the drilling fluid, ignored in this analysis, may be obtained t 

from the equation of motion (19) by comparing the term 2/V 

(Coriolis inertia force per unit length) with the term 

(drag force per unit length). The values obtained from the 

example studied are 

Station 

A 

B 

C 

Zp'irVSifrtJcos 

0.02404 x lO’-3 

0.03506 x 10-3 

0.50499 x 10“3 

32.54 x 10"3 

32.31 x 10“3 

0.811 x 10“3 

Station 2fV( 9&t)S/AI 

OLs./fk') (lbs. /-ft) 

A O.OO353 x 10"3 0.01145 x io“3 

B 0.00260 x 10“3 0.45896 x 10"3 

C 0.02010 x 10~3 0.03290 x 10‘3 

Stations A, B, and C refer to the top of the 35OO' cable, 
the bottom of the 3500' cable, and the bottom of the 7980' 

cable, respectively . 
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Station C approximates the maximum slopes In the drill 

string, as illustrated hy Figures 9 and 10. Hence, the 

maximum Coriolis inertia load is represented hy station C. 

The results show that the Coriolis inertia loading only 

approaches the magnitude of the drag-force loading where 

the drag-force loading is at a low value, near the bottom 

of the drill string. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The bending stress distribution for the drill string studied 

compares favorably with the bending stresses observed during the 

Mohole test drilling in 1961 (Reference 2). The values observed 

for the drill string studied were of the order of 25,000 psi at 

the surface, under unspecified conditions of off-hole displace¬ 

ment. This measurement serves as a reasonable check on the 

value 12,390 psi obtained in this study. Further, the Mohole 

gourp observed that the bending stress near the surface dies out 

rapidly with depth, decreasing to 5,000 psi at a depth of 20 feet. 

A similar rapid decline in bending stress near the surface is 

predicted by the analysis of this paper, as shown in Figures 

5 and 6. 

The bending stresses at the bottom of the drill string are 

higher than actually experienced. The observed values of bending 

stress are necessarily lower, due to the inability of the ocean 

floor to hold the slope of the drill pipe fixed. Instead, the 

slope of the drill pipe may be inclined as much as 5 degrees 

toward the ship (Reference 2). 

The buoyant force is shown to have a considerable influence 

on the problem. For the drill string studied, the axial tension 

at the floor was 7,600 lbs. compared to the weight of equipment 

in the hole of 52,200 lbs. This reduction in axial tension 

affects the boundary conditions and hence the entire solution. 

The drag force exerted by the water has an appreciable effect 

on the drill string, inducing bending stresses of 1,800 and 2,400 psi 

at the ocean surface and floor, respectively. These stresses are 

the values of , which does not exist in the absence of drag 

forces. 



APPENDIX 

(l.) Adjustment of length of lover beam section to obtain 

near-contlnulty of slope at lover beam-cable junction. 

Consider a static deflection of the drill string. 

The deflection will he given hy (65) as 

\ - A+ + B+ % + c4 el\£^ (100) 

The boundary conditions (89) are assumed to apply so that 

the moment in the beam at the junction (x^ = 0) must vanish, 

whence 

C * “ (101) 

so that the bending moment M is given by 

M - - SX ^,K,+C4 srnh (102) 

Since the beam is in static equilibrium, 

f-£x 4^1 (103) 

L 4 *<■ L hI+ Tv 
where the boundary condition C^)-0 has been applied. 

At the beam-cable junction, continuity of shear requires 

are approximately equal, then 

(105) 
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where £«1. Equations (102) and (103) then require 

— + | =r Cos/i (106) 

as the relation between slope discontinuity and K„. 

When the results of this static analysis were applied 

to the motion of the drill string, the allowed slope discontinuity 

was set at &f>. The dynamic effects acted to reduce the discon¬ 

tinuity to 4$. 

(2.) Adjustment of length of upper beam section to obtain 

near-continuity of slope at tipper beam-cable junction* 

Considering a static deflection of the drill string, 

the deflection ^7, is given by (65) as 

(107) 

The boundary condition M(x^ - 0 gives 

(108) 

If the slopes are to be approximately equal, then 

(109) 

where £>« 1. Equilibrium of the beam and continuity of shear 

at the junction, together with (108) and (109), require 

Cosh — I + ^ (HO) 
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